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Dr. Kurt Fischer

“What’s your problem?”

“If you don’t have a problem to solve,  
then you don’t need to be here.”
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Dr. Kurt Fischer

“What’s your problem?”

“The majority of English students in 
Japan don’t become fluent even after 
6 years of public education.”
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What is your problem?
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Let’s consider  
“Inquiry-based Learning”

neuroELT



Raise confidence in  
inquiry-based learning

find the benefits of 
inquiry-based learning This is your  job!

This is my  job.
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Raising Confidence in IBL

1: Understanding IBL

2: Understanding the science	

3: Understanding the criticisms	

necessities 3 
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1: Understanding IBL


What is Inquiry-based learning?
most basic form: allowing students let them 

go find answers to their own questions

Informally for 
thousands of yrs

Constructivists:  Vygotsky, Dewey, Piaget…

Late 1800s to 
early 1900s

Science should be taught as a

 process and way of thinking,

 not as facts to be memorized

GIST: 
Not “top-down” 
but “bottom-up”

Why?
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Why?

Lack of CONFIDENCE
Let’s take a look at the science!

teach + memorize + test… get score 

One reason…
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Neurons form networks
Quiz: How many synapses do we have?

Almost a quadrillion!
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With all those connections,  
why do students still not remember stuff 
from last week?
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neuro-myth

Our brains record 
everything.
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Learning is a very personal experience. 
(Sousa, 2011; Tokuhama-Espinosa, 2010; Medina, 2009)
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Memory is like this in the brain…

Lingering networks from past analyses 
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Lingering networks from past analyses 

and a real time process



Students’ brains will never  perceive your content verbatim!



Because memory is a real-time process…

This is a founding principle of IBL

based on lingering networks
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• Memory is a real-time process, not concrete!                          
(You can stop pulling your hair out!)

Everybody!

(Dan Schacter)
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Pop quiz!

What is the difference between  
learning and Understanding?
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• Learning is about ‘memorizing’ facts that are often 
taught ‘top-down’ in the classroom. 

• Top-down teaching does not automatically translate 
into real-world usage for the student. 

• In contrast, “Understanding” is demonstrated when 
knowledge is properly applied in the real-world.
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DaeN

Dynamic 
acquisition-
equilibrium  
Network

What does equilibrium mean?

Instead of ‘neuronal networks’…
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DaeN DaeN

How do these DaeNs differ?

Textbook study & testing
Real world trial & error
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DaeN DaeN

How do these DaeNs differ?

Textbook study & testing

Real world trial & error

equilibrium 
with what? equilibrium 

with what?
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Remember this?

In pairs, discuss what this means.
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curiosity

• “I gots 

Addictive results 
Easy for the teacher 

Natural for the DaeNs

curiosity

“I got to know!”

What  
equilibrium?
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• Tap into the power of curiosity! 
(It’s natural for the DaeNs!)

Everybody!
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Everybody!

• Learning is a very personal experience!                          
(DaeNs, driven by curiosity, connect the entire brain!)
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• Memory is a real-time process, not concrete!                          
(Put less emphasis on memory. Assess their creations.) 

• Tap into the power of curiosity!                      
(Allow for lots of bottom-up learning) 

• Learning is a very personal experience!                          
(Expect differences. Embrace differences!) 

• “Understanding” is the application of 
“learning”. (Help foster DaeNs that will match 
their goals!)                  

The science that supports IBL

Can we make it even better?
Robert S. Murphy 2015



My doctoral research:

Comparing two IBL-styled curriculums 

Your task: 
  Understanding why IBL#2 did much better! 
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IBL #2’s revisions were based on  
common criticisms of IBL:

-students have too much freedom 

-lacks accountability 

-not easily assessed 

(so, I made six changes!)

HINT!
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Group Presentations

peer-assessed

self-assessed

teacher-assessed

three times a semester!
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13— 
12— 
11— 
10— 
9 — 
8 — 
7 — 
6 — 
5 — 
4 — 
3 — 
2 — 
1 — 

Pre and post test were administered to two groups 
They were asked moral questions (Kohlberg’s)

The cognitive complexity of the students’ responses  
in the L2 (English) were compared.

Group A: showed 0.01 growth (= 1/3 of native speed)
Group B: showed 0.08 growth (8X faster than Group A!)

In just one semester:

IBL#1, IBL #2

Robert S. Murphy 2015

"Lectical Analysis”



Goal:  
Do group presentation 

on topic of choice

Difference? 
addition of 6 activities

Your task! 

Understand why the revisions helped their 

L2 DaeNs grow 8x faster
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Review past work

MASTER LIST

Teacher’s ideas ①



MASTER LIST②
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Group Presentations

P2P assessment

③
Not 

superficial!

Real  
purpose!

self assessment
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Student designed 
tests

④
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Students promote  
their test designs 

to the class

P2P assessment 
& 

vote for the best!

⑤
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Review past work

⑥
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13— 
12— 
11— 
10— 
9 — 
8 — 
7 — 
6 — 
5 — 
4 — 
3 — 
2 — 
1 — 

Group A: showed 0.01 growth (= 1/3 of native speed)
Group B: showed 0.08 growth (8X faster than Group A!)

In just one semester:

teacher’s examples —> master list design —>  
group work (prez design) —> P2P assessment—> 
group test design —> PR —>vote —> test—>  
design better strategies (x3)

Final Task: 
  What are the benefits of good IBL implementation? 

  Why is the new syllabus 8x more effective?

Consider the equilibriums being sought after:
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"Lectical Analysis”



We covered a lot in this session!
- memory is fallible —reduce rote memorisation  
- memory is a real-time process 
- learning is not understanding 
- we seek equilibrium with our contexts 
- DaeNs! 
- curiosity powerfully delivers us to equilibrium 
- learning is very personal, not verbatim 
- 6 tweaks to an IBL course enhanced

the speed of cognitive growth in their L2s (8x!) 
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m@murphyschool.com

Thank you very much!

Robert S. Murphy 
fab-efl.com

more on neuroELT?

Let’s work on your solutions together.
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So, what is your problem?

mailto:m@murphyschool.com
http://fab-efl.com

